BF is my BFF & you are too

Brakina Fa-Sho™ is a Registered Trademark of Blake's Imagination*

* Ying-yangs were stolen and rolled 90° to create this logo

Hallmark ain't got shit on me...

The National Beer

Brakina®

Bière du BURKINA®

Alc. Vol 4,2 %
Cont. 65 cl

Brassée et embouteillée avec des malts et des houblons sélectionnés par les brasseries du Burkina Faso

A consommer de préférence avant le : voir sur la bouteille

OF BURKINA FA-SHO
Dr. John May

City, Hope all is good in AB.

AP is doing well. He is still not too comfortable, but he still productively works. The weather here is very nice, and I am not too much in the office.

I have heard that you will be in the town, and I will try to see you if I can.

Love you Brother, hope you are well.

Best regards,

Dr. John May